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A Nice Vac 	 Souventr.
Red Seal #1 Note

BY DAVID GRANT

D URING THE LAST DECADE, MY FAMILY'S SUMMER
vacation plans have usually included a day or two to visit local coin
shops, old bank buildings and various historical societies or
archives to research National Banks, and maybe buy a note or two.

The first of these expeditions was also the most fruitful, and it continues
to provide the incentive that maybe there is another find just waiting for me.
It was in the summer of 1992 and we were "taking the kids to visit"
Washington, D.C. for the first time.

In a display case of an otherwise unremarkable suburban coin shop were
several, mostly low grade Lancaster County Pennsylvania Nationals. Two of
the large size notes, a $5 from Mount Joy and a $10 Red Seal from
Brownstown, were in decidedly better condition, and the Red Seal was a #1 to
boot!

Now I knew nothing about the banks themselves, but I'm always on the
lookout for better trading stock to swap for St. Louis material. These notes
were just the ticket and, since the price was right, a deal was quickly made.

Subsequently I learned a great deal more about the banks in Lancaster
County. According to plan, I traded off the Mount Joy, but decided to keep
the Red Seal. It was my only #1, but more importantly, I discovered that the
bank epitomizes the best type of hometown bank spawned by the changes to
the National Bank Act in 1900.

Brownstown,  PA

Brownstown is in West Earl Township of Lancaster County, about six
miles north and east of Lancaster City. The town is astride the direct mail
route between Reading and Lancaster, which assured a constant flow of traffic
through the community. According to tradition, Hans Grief was the first
European settler in the region, arriving in the township in 1717. A roller mill
was built in 1856 on the site of an original mill built in the 1740s. A post
office was established in 1860 when Brownstown's population may have
reached 200.

The region was primarily agricultural, with leaf tobacco for cigars and
chewing being a principal crop. There were and remain significant popula-
tions of Amish and Mennonite families in the region. By 1910, the town had
grown to 500 and boasted an electric light, heat and power plant, a knitting
mill, a flour mill, half a dozen cigar factories, an inn, a printer, two hotels, a
lumber yard, two churches, and the usual assortment of retail establishments.

The Brownstown Improvement Association was already very active in
finding ways to develop the community. An early project was to macadamize
the roads, and many individuals took the initiative to add concrete walks to the
fronts of their homes around the same time.
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Figure 1. The bank building
shortly after it opened. Jacob
Wolf, the bank's Cashier, is
standing in the doorway.

The Brownstown National Bank

The first meeting to discuss organizing a National Bank in Brownstown
occurred at Shreiner's Hall on Oct. 11, 1907. The meeting transpired against
the backdrop of the Panic of '07, and within a month clearing house scrip or
cashiers' checks had become a widely used medium of exchange across the
country due to the hoarding of currency and specie.

There were already other banks in the area: two National Banks (Blue
Ball, 8421, and New Holland, 8499). Additionally, a state bank (Millersville)
had been organized recently in Lancaster County, and by the end of 1909 an
additional seven National Banks would be open for business. As elsewhere,
the boosters of Brownstown believed that a bank would help to promote their
community and perhaps to protect against hard times.

There was sufficient interest at the first meeting to warrant proceeding.
Three temporary officers were elected: Adam V. Walter, MD as President;
Harry L. Keith as Secretary; and Isaac J. Myers as Treasurer. A second meet-
ing occurred in early November and these officers were confirmed along with
three Vice Presidents: John L. Girvin, W. W. Buch and E. S. Moore. At this
time the bank's ten directors were elected:

Adam V. Walter
Wallace M. Zook
Sheridan H. Wolf
E. S. Moore
W. W. Buch
John L. Girvin
Isaac J. Myers
Harry L. Keith
John R. Baer

Physician, Brownstown
Miller, Lititz
Cigar manufacturer, Brownstown
Lumber dealer, Millway
Farmer, Akron
Tobacco grower, Leola
Contractor, Brownstown
Merchant, Brownstown
Promoter, Philadelphia

Figure 2. A promotional enve-
lope for the Brownstown
National Bank, c. 1950s.

The bank was capitalized at $25,000, composed of 250 shares of $100 par
value stock. Subscribers were required to pay $105 for each of these shares:
$100 was paid into capital and $5 was paid to the Manhattan Trust Security
Company of Philadelphia for assistance in organizing the bank. Investors
could make their payments in installments.

An original temporary stock certificate shows that a subscriber of five
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Figure 3. The bank's serial lA $10
1902 Red Seal with signatures of
Dr. Adam Walter as President and
Jacob Wolf as Cashier. This was
among the first shipment of notes
received by the bank in April
1908.

shares made his first $15/share payment on Nov. 12, 1907, and a second $40
installment on Dec. 31. The remaining $50 was to be paid in five $10 per
share installments. The Comptroller of the Currency's Bond and Currency
ledgers record the buildup of the bank's capital as follows:

Initial $12,500
March 13, 1908 15,000
April 13, 1908 17,500
May 12, 1908 20,000
June 15, 1908 25,000

As the capital accumulated, the bank purchased and deposited the
required two percent U.S. bonds in four installments: two installments of
$6,500 on Feb. 12 and June 6, 1908, and two installments of $6,000 on Dec. 7,
1908, and Jan. 19, 1909. With the deposit of each group of bonds, a like
amount of new National Bank Notes was issued to the bank. At this time,
bonds sold at a premium to face value and the total premium paid by the bank
was about four percent over par.

Dr. Adam V. Walter was clearly the leading light of the bank. Walter
was popularly called the "Father of Brownstown" because of his promotion of
the town and his many enterprises in the area. Adam Walter was born in 1871
and taught school for two years before entering Jefferson Medical College in
Philadelphia. After graduation, he started a general medical practice at
Brownstown in September, 1895.

Walter was just the second physician to reside in the area and had a great
deal of influence among the Amish and Mennonites. He founded and was
president of the Brownstown Machine Shop and the Conestoga Hosiery
Company, was president of the Lancaster City and County Medical Society in
1914, and served as the county's coroner from the mid-1930s. He remained
President of the bank and an active physician until his death in March, 1946.

Jacob H. Wolf, the brother of director Sheridan, was named Cashier
shortly after the November organization meeting. After graduating from the
Millersville Normal School in 1893, he taught school for nine years before
securing a position as clerk of the Lancaster County Prison in 1901. Since his
brother was an organizer, it was only natural that Jacob was drawn to the
more respectable job at his hometown bank. At first Wolf was the only paid
employee, receiving an annual salary of $720, and transacted all of the work of
the bank.

A parcel of land was purchased at the northwest corner of Main and
State Streets for $650. Edward Ditzler laid the first stone of the building on



Figure 4. The Brownstown
National Bank building today. 
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Dec. 2, 1907. Despite the winter weather, the roof was finished by Jan. 13,
1908, and finishing work began on the inside the next day. Total investment in
the land, banking house and fixtures was about $6,500, which included $1,200
for a manganese safe and $225 for a vault door.

The original bank was a two-story brick building measuring 22' by 42'.
The building still stands today, occupied by the LANCO Federal Credit
Union. At some point the building received a coat of white paint and was
doubled in size with an addition along Main Street.

The rapid construction allowed the bank to open Saturday, Feb. 15,
1908. Mercifully, the weather had moderated from the prior weekend which
The Inquirer had described as "cold enough to freeze the tail off of a brass
monkey." It was apparently a fine day for banking, and the new bank received
nearly $13,000 of deposits on its opening day.

Lemon C. Wolf made the first deposit at the bank. Wolf was a success-
ful tobacco grower, cigar manufacturer, and owner of a restaurant in
Brownstown, whose specialty was wholesale and retail ice cream sales. He
may have been a distant relative of Jacob and Sheridan, but since there are sev-
eral different Wolf families in the area this is not at all clear.

The bank did well in the little community. By its June 20, 1908, exami-
nation, it held total assets of $73,280, deposits of nearly $34,000 and $22,000
of loans. More interestingly, by this time the bank had already received
$13,000 of banknotes — all in Red Seals — of which $1,000 was still on hand.

The June 1908 examination made two criticisms of the bank. First, near-
ly two-thirds of the loans were to directors and officers who were chastised to
reduce the level and to keep their requirements to more prudent levels.

Secondly, the examiner instructed the bank to charge off the $1,250 organiza-
tion expense paid to the Manhattan company.

In April/May 1909 William W. Buch died unexpectedly of pneumonia at
age 40. He was replaced on the Board by Aaron Buch, a farmer from Ephrata,
who does not appear closely related to W. W. despite the same last name. In
the small community, the personal relationships within the bank were striking:
Dr. Walter was Buch's attending physician and, interestingly, one of Buch's
sisters was married to Harry Keith, another director of the bank.

The bank reached $100,000 in total assets in mid-1909. The other
banks organized in the county and the small size of its immediate market limit-
ed the growth of the bank. Assets were just $135,000 by the end of 1913.
Then, the economic boom created by World War I dramatically increased the

Figure 5. A $10 1902 Plain Back
with signatures of Dr. Adam
Walter as President and Daniel
Boyer as Cashier. Note that the
face of the note retains the "or
other securities" obligation associ-
ated with Date Backs. This note
was shipped to the bank as part of
an eight sheet shipment on May
23, 1922.
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bank's business, and assets more than doubled by 1919.
The examinations reveal a well-run little bank during this period, a trib-

ute to Jacob Wolf's competence. As with many, rural banks the occasional
loan extended over the legal lending limit prompted comment, but otherwise
there were few criticisms of the bank's management in the examinations.

One interesting comment from this period is that the directorate each
received 50 cents and mileage to attend board meetings. Attendance was usual-
ly very good except for tobacco planting time when almost all of the directors
had to attend to their farming interests instead.

Wolfs salary was increased to $1,200 by 1911. Chester A. Keith became
the bank's second paid employee to help with the passbooks, journals and let-
ter writing, while Wolf kept the books, reconciled accounts and usually did the
teller work. Keith was engaged in 1912 at a salary of $150, which was raised to
$252 the next year when 15-year-old Daniel C. Boyer joined the bank as a
clerk.

The directorate changed over the next few years. By 1913, Moore,
Girvin, Myers and Baer had been replaced by J. H. Reitz, coal and lumber
dealer from Millway; Willis B. Girvin, a florist from Leola; David W. Ranck, a
retiree from New Holland; and R. M. Schiffer, a tinner from Brownstown. A
further change occurred when 40-year-old H. L. Keith died during the 1918
influenza epidemic and was replaced on the Board by John W. Buch.

But the most dramatic change for the bank occurred on Oct. 26, 1921.
Jacob Wolf resigned after being elected as Cashier of the First National Bank
of Strasburg about a dozen miles south of Brownstown. The Strasburg bank
was half again larger than the Brownstown bank, and the community probably
offered more opportunity as well.

Wolf succeeded George Hensel who had died on the 10th. Earlier in
the year Hensel had completed a half century of service to the Strasburg bank.
Starting as a clerk at age 18 in 1871, he was subsequently promoted to teller
and became cashier in 1879, holding that position for 42 years. Ironically, his
wife became very ill immediately following George's funeral, became progres-
sively worse, and died two weeks later.

Wolf remained cashier of the Strasburg bank until his retirement in
1936. He remained active and became the liquidating agent for the Lancaster
Trust Company. Lancaster Trust had been the second largest bank in the
county, but had discontinued operations in January, 1932. Since no successor
institution was named, the liquidation probably kept Wolf well occupied dur-
ing the early years of his retirement. Jacob Wolf died in 1961, having outlived
his younger brother Sheridan by over a decade.

Wolf was replaced as cashier by Daniel Boyer. Boyer was born in 1898.
After a short period as clerk of the Brownstown National, he enlisted in the
U.S. Army when the country entered WWI. A member of the Coast Artillery,

Figure 6. A Type I $10 from the
First National Bank of Strasburg
featuring Jacob Wolf's signature as
cashier.



Brownstown National Bank Circulation

Denominations Total
$10	 $20 Banknotes Total $

1902 Red Seal 	 1,980 	 660 2,640 $33,000
1902 Dated Back	 6,180 	 2,060 8,240 103,000
1902 Plain Back 	 13,380 	 4,460 17,840 223,000

Total Large Size 28,720 $359,000

1929 Type I 	 4,668	 1,272 5,940 $72,120
1929 Type II	 860 	 251 1,111 13,620

Total Small Size 7,051 $85,740
Total 35,771 $444,740
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his unit was sent to France in 1917 where Wolf remained until the end of the
war.

After his discharge in February, 1919, he rejoined the Brownstown
bank, now as Assistant Cashier. Again showing the closeness of the small
town, in 1921 he married the daughter of William Buch, the director who had
died in 1908. Boyer remained as Cashier of the bank until 1937, well after the
note-issuing period.

During the 1920s the little bank's assets doubled again, reaching

$536,000 by 1929. The bank was profitable during most of this period with its
capital surplus and retained earnings reaching $72,000 by 1929. Licensed to
reopen with an injection of new capital following Roosevelt's "Bank Holiday,"
the little bank suffered along with the country during the Depression. Assets
declined to $416,000 by 1937. A World War again fueled a national economic
boom so that by the end of 1945 the bank's assets exceeded $1 million.

Circulation

During the note-issuing period, the Brownstown National Bank issued
28,720 large size notes and 7,051 small size
notes. Their combined value was $444,740.
In July, 1935, the bank's outstanding circula-
tion was $24,450, of which just $440 was in
the form of large size notes.

Table 1 provides statistics by note type
and denomination. Only $10 and $20
denominations were issued. The original
shipment of notes to the bank occurred on
April 3, 1908. It consisted of 130 sheets of
$10-$10-$10-$20 Red Seals, totaling $6,500
and reflected the initial deposit of U.S. gov-
ernment bonds by the bank. My #1 note was
part of this first shipment. Its red seal and
charter numbers are slightly faded, so it's rea-
sonable to assume that the note may have
been on display at the bank at some time.

Paid in installments, the bank's authorized capital did not reach the full Table 1
$25,000 until June, 1908. Bonds were purchased more slowly. As they were
deposited with the Comptroller, the bank received subsequent shipments of
currency in June (sheets 131 to 260), December (sheets 281-400), and January,
1909 (sheets 411 to 530). With the last shipment, the bank reached its autho-
rized circulation of $25,000.

The first return and destruction of the bank's worn notes occurred in
October, 1908, when $500 was destroyed. Ten $10-$10-$10-$20 new Red
Seal sheets were shipped to the bank shortly thereafter (sheets 261 to 270) as
replacements. The last batch of Red Seals was a shipment of five sheets (655
to 660) on July 22, 1909. Eight days later the first Date Backs (consisting of
sheets 1 to 10) were sent to the bank.

The last three sheets of large size notes (1902 $10-$10-$10-$20 Plain
Backs with serials 6518 to 6520) were sent to the bank on Oct. 5, 1929.
Interestingly, the prior relatively small issues of currency to the bank (typically
10 or 20 sheets) had apparently confused the clerk who initially indicated in
the ledger that this last shipment consisted of $900 of $10 notes and $600 of
$20 notes. This error was subsequently corrected to $90 and $60 respectively.

These last three sheets totally depleted the supply of notes on hand at
the Currency Bureau until the first printing of small size 1929 notes was
received on Nov. 7, 1929. This first batch of notes consisted of 308 sheets of
the new six position $10 notes and 102 sheets of $20 notes. The face value of
the new notes totaled $31,720, well above the bank's bonded circulation of
$25,000 and sufficient to totally replace the outstanding large size notes.



Return & Destruction of Notes
1928 to 1931

Period ending:

Circulation Issued
$10
$20

7/1/28 7/1/29 7/1/30 5/9/31
$15,800 $6,200 $0

9,480
8,320

3,720
2,480

0
0

Large
Size Notes Destroyed $15,800 $26,990 $1,710
Currency $10 9,300 15,870 770

$20 8,500 11,320 940

Notes Outstanding $25,000 $25,000 $4,210 $2,500
$10 13,500 13,680 1,730 960
$20 11,500 11,320 2,480 1,540

Circulation Issued $23,460 $14,460
$10 16,500 8,340
$20 6,960 6,120

Small
Size Notes Destroyed $2,670 $12,750
Currency $10 2,470 9,790

$20 200 2,960

Notes Outstanding $20,790 $22,500
$10 14,030 12,580
$20 6,760 9,920

NB: Last 3 sheets of large size notes issued to the bank on October 5, 1929
First small size notes issued to the bank on November 7, 1929
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Table 2

On the same day, 47 sheets of the new $10 notes were sent out to the
bank, followed nine days later by the first six sheets of small size $20s.
Interestingly, the first return of worn small size notes did not occur until
March 10, 1930, when four $10 notes were returned for destruction. All of the
$20s remained in circulation until May 28, 1930, when five of the notes were
returned.

Table 2 summarizes the return and destruction of notes for the period
1928 to 1930. During the 1920s, between 60 to 80 percent of the bank's circu-
lation was replaced by new notes each year: for the year ending on July 1,
1929, $15,800 had been so replaced. The introduction of the new, smaller
notes in 1929 accelerated this process, and it's interesting to see how quickly
the older, large notes were removed from circulation.

For the year ending on July 1, 1930, $6,200 of large size notes were
issued to the bank along with $23,460 of small size notes. Combined, this was
nearly $30,000, and about twice the amount issued to the bank the previous
year. But the explanation for this dramatic increase is easy to see: $26,990
worth of large size notes had been removed from circulation and destroyed

during this period leaving just $4,210
outstanding.

Over the next 11 months (end-
ing on 5/9/31) large notes outstanding
were further reduced to $2,500, and
by July, 1935, just $440 of the large
notes were still outstanding. That is,
by July, 1935, there were fewer than
three dozen large size notes still out-
standing from an issue of over 28,000.

In theory, the bank provides
some variety for the very patient col-
lector and these are summarized on
Table 3. Besides the three major
types of Series of 1902 notes (Red
Seal, Date Back and Plain Back), there
are also the three sub-varieties of
Plain Backs (regional letter with trea-
sury serial number, no letter with
treasury serial number, and no letter
with twin bank serials). And of course
there are two types of small size notes.

However this is mostly a theo-
retical exercise and acquiring both
official signatures or even just a large
and small sized example from the
bank is no small accomplishment.

Availability of Notes

Collectors of Lancaster County Nationals are among the most competi-
tive in the country and any banknote will receive strong local support. The
issues of the Brownstown National Bank are no exception. Notes of the bank
are considered to be very scarce and are on the want list (one might even say
waiting list) of many collectors.

In 1997 Kelly recorded four large notes and five small ones well above
the R6 status indicated for each size by Hickman-Oakes just seven years
before (i.e., two or fewer of each reported).

At least five notes have been sold at auction or on fixed price lists since
1993. The fact may suggest a greater availability of the notes than is the case
in that the three notes in the RVP and E. M. Murray sales were from old-time
collections, representing notes that had been off the market for many years.



Brownstown National Bank
Currency Varieties

Regional Treasury Officer
Type Letter? Serial # Denomination Signature

1902 Red Seal $10 & $20 Walter - Woif

1902 Date Back $10 & $20 Walter - Wolf

1902 Plain Back Yes Yes $10 & $20 Walter - Wolf

1902 Plain Back Yes Yes $10 & $20 Walter - Boyer

1902 Plain Back No Yes $10 & $20 Walter - Boyer

1902 Plain Back No No $10 & $20 Walter - Boyer

1929, Type I $10 & $20 Walter - Boyer

1929, Type II $10 & $20 Walter - Boyer

Table 3

As the little bank moved into the
1980s its future was uncertain. At the end
of 1979 assets had grown to $38 million
and equity to $3 million. The bank now
had offices in Rothville and Leola along
with its main office. The bank's motto
was "the friendly county bank" and seems
to have a good following in its markets.
But the wave of history was consolidation,
and the shareholders of the bank voted to
merge with the American Bank and Trust
Company in Reading in 1981.

The decision had not been easy,
however. Three of the eight members of
the Board voted against the merger. A
contemporary newspaper article mentions
that the decision had divided the commu-
nity as well. Nevertheless, the merger was

consummated in September, 1981. In 1986 American became part of Meridan
which was acquired by CoreStates in 1995 and which, in turn, was acquired by
First Union in late 1997.

The original office was abandoned in the mid-1980s in favor of a more
modern facility near a small shopping district along the busy Oregon Pike
which continues into Lancaster. The LANCO Federal Credit Union current-
ly occupies the original bank building. Despite some updating and renova-
tions, this building retains much of its original charm, down to the name of the
"Brownstown National Bank" on the vault door. Its front step retains the date
"1907," a direct reference to the building's past.

Epilogue
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